


between September and May.”

A detailed Method Statement MUST be provided in order for the Council to approve the start of
the works. This Method Statement is also vital for all residents of Bryher to see, in order that we
can give all guests as much information as possible. This will not affect just the guests on the
Great Par side of the island, but will have a knock on effect for all businesses on Bryher, and risks
reducing the number of day visitors from other islands, too, if they have to avoid massive
dumpers as they walk around the island.

I urge all Councillors to demand a Method Statement giving more detailed information regarding
the process of deliveries and works, and that deliveries and works are delayed to avoid the main
summer season (while not the end of our season, I would consider September to be acceptable
as we would then be able to give our guests an acceptable amount of notice), considering the
huge economic impact that undertaking major works through the summer months could have on
the island. The exact location of the temporary access ramp at Great Par must also be agreed in
advance – this was discussed at some length at the site visit but we were told that working
boundaries etc needed to be clarified. Looking at the plans provided on Friday, and in the
planning application online, it seems clear to me that the location suggested by us - ie not at the
closest point to Glenhope’s garden but more towards The Old Schoolhouse, where the access
ramp was located for the sea defence work in the 1990’s - does fall within the working boundary.

I would like to add that in no way am I opposed to the vital sea defence work, especially given
the location of Glenhope (and, understanding potential weather constraints, I would also
consider accepting summer deliveries if a suitable location away from housing and businesses
could be agreed, providing no rock armour is transported across the island until later in the
year). However I am very disappointed and concerned at the general lack of regard given to
Bryher businesses and residents; I left the site visit at Great Par on Friday feeling patronised, and
my guests (and therefore my income) insignificant.

Regards,

Amy Langdon

Castle Bryher, Bryher, Isles of Scilly, TR23 0PR




